
Are you ready to create your success plan? 
The one where your business and your life will meet in complete synchronicity, so that you are running a

business AND living a life which are both fulfilling, impactful and that ultimately make you happy?
 

Or perhaps you are just stuck on something and you need that person just for an hour to get you across that
hurdle so that you can crack on!

 
I LOVE working 1-1 with people, because it's the ultimate in terms of the support I can give you, when you get

my full attention and I get to truly understand the vision you have for your life and your business
 

It means I also get to exclusively work with you to map out YOUR plan of action to help you achieve that vision
and often exceed it!

 
Working 1-1 with me means you also get access to my inbox between our sessions (not applicable to Power

Sessions) to check in with me, ask questions or overcome a quick hurdle. This is only for those working 1-1 with
me, so basically I am here for you, but it's also why I only hold a limited number of 1-1 at a time so that I CAN be

100% present for YOU!
 

Sessions can be either weekly, fortnightly or monthly depending on what you are trying to achieve, in what
timeframe, and how much time you are ready and able to commit to implementing and actioning your

amazing plan!
 

Each session will build on the last session with agreed goals, tasks and accountability to ensure you are always
moving forward.

 
Intentions and desired outcomes will be agreed at the beginning and this will form the framework that will

map out our time together.
 

The success of working 1-1 with me is ultimately implementation. I can give you a shit ton of advice, guidance
and strategy, but it is ultimately down to you to implement everything for the greatest and most successful

outcome!
 

PLEASE NOTE - You will be required to complete a small amount of pre work prior to our first session so that
we can hit the ground running when we actually start working together! 

 
See below for all of my 1-1 packages (subject to availability)

 
 Warning - Working 1-1 with me may make you believe that anything is possible 

Nikki Collinson-Phenix
BUSINESS MENTOR

SUCCESS AND IMPACT STRATEGIST

work with me 1-1 in 2022.



One off sessions when you just need to 
brainstorm something or overcome a hurdle

60 mins - £197

You have an imminent goal, shift or need that you REALLY want to
work on and achieve asap and you are ready to go all in for the next

month!
 

4 x 30 min sessions 
(Total 4 sessions)

 
£497

(Pay In Full)

(Please note that access to my inbox for questions
etc...between sessions is not available as these are

adhoc sessions)

(Reasonable access to my inbox for questions, check ins etc...between
sessions is part of this package for the duration of the 4 weeks)

'A mentor is someone
who sees more talent

and ability in you than
you see in yourself and

helps to bring it out
into the world'

 
BOB PROCTOR 

'Believe you can and you are halfway there'
 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT 

the 1 hour power session.

the 4 week business blast.



An intensive 12 week accelerator of fortnightly 1-1 session, great for
hitting your 90 day goals!

 
1 x 1 hour brainstorm
5 x 30 min sessions 

(Total 6 sessions)

Fortnightly 1-1 Container

£997
(2 x payment plan available) 

You have bigger, longer term goals and want to make sure
you are kept accountable and on track to achieve them!

Monthly  1-1 Container

(11 x 30 min sessions)(5 x 30 min sessions)

£1997£1297

(Reasonable access to my inbox for questions, check ins etc...between
sessions is part of this package for the duration of the 12 weeks)

(6 x monthly payment plan available) 

(Reasonable access to my inbox for questions, check ins etc...between
sessions is part of this package for the duration of the 6 months)

'I believe success is achieved by ordinary people with extraordinary
determination'

 
ZIG ZIGLAR

the 12 week accelerator.

the 6 month elevation container.

(1 x 1 hour brain storm session) (1 x 1 hour brain storm session)


